
Your doctor ordered the PreTRM® Test

SCHEDULE YOUR 
APPOINTMENT. 

Sera Prognostics will contact 
you via phone/text within a few 
business days with information 
on how to schedule your blood 
draw appointment.

The PreTRM Test is a single blood draw that can indicate if you are at an 
elevated risk of delivering too early. The results will be sent to your doctor 
to provide information on your individual risk for premature delivery, so 
you can work together to adjust your treatment plans accordingly.

If you have questions, contact us at (801) 990-6600

COMPLETE YOUR ONE-
TIME BLOOD DRAW. 

The blood sample must 
be taken during a certain 
window for accuracy. Our 
team will remind you so you 
don’t miss it.

What to expect next:
REVIEW THE RESULTS 
WITH YOUR DOCTOR. 

Your doctor will talk through 
your results. Your doctor 
will receive the results in an 
average of 7 business days 
from the time the lab receives 
your sample.
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Why get PreTRM?
Preterm birth occurs when a baby is born 
earlier than 37 weeks. Babies born earlier 
generally have more severe complications 
than those born closer to term. 

FASTING NOT REQUIRED and
Blood draw between 18 0/7 weeks of gestation through 20 6/7 weeks of gestation (126-146 days)



Committed to affordability 
Most patients pay less than $100 in out-of-pocket 
costs for the PreTRM® Test*. We believe cost should 
not be a barrier to information that can help you 
deliver a healthy baby.

With or without insurance, we are ready to help.

*The amount you pay for PreTRM can depend on a number of factors, including the type of insurance you have, and even the level 
of coverage your insurance may provide.

Questions? Contact us at: 

(801) 990-6600 

support@PreTRM.com
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Scan the QR code to learn 
more or visit PreTRM.com


